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INTRODUCTION

We present a case series of generalized resistance to thyroid
hormones (GRTH) running in three successive generations of a
family due to a point mutation. The index case was a 45 year old
female presenting with features suggestive of thyrotoxicosis and
was inappropriately diagnosed as Graves disease receiving
carbimazole initially followed by radio-iodine ablation in 1995. TSH
was not measure at initial presentation. Post radio-ablative
thyroxine replacement was commenced at 8 weeks but the TSH
remained inappropriately unsuppressed despite prescribing supra-
physiological dosages of thyroxine (Table below).

This led to further investigations to exclude an underlying TSH
secreting pituitary adenoma or GRTH. Initial pituitary imaging
revealed gland enlargement on CT scan suggesting an underlying
TSH secreting adenoma. Remaining pituitary hormonal profile
(prolactin, IGF-1, cortisol, gonadotrophins) was normal.

Further investigations however revealed a normal α subunit
with preserved TSH response to TRH stimulation suggesting the
diagnosis of GRTH. This was confirmed on genetic analysis to be
secondary to a missense point mutation substituting arginine to
histidine at amino acid 438 (R438H) in thyroid hormone receptor
beta (TR-β).

The initial impression was co-existence of GRTH and
thyrotropinoma or development of autonomous pituitary tumor
with GRTH. However, supra-physiological doses of thyroxine led to
complete resolution of pituitary enlargement after 22 months
suggesting a reversible pituitary enlargement in the background of
GRTH. No pituitary surgery was considered due to sparing of optic
chiasm and the preserved visual fields.

FAMILY SCREENING:

The index case had a family history of thyroid disease
including her grandmother, mother and aunt who had goitres
requiring thyroidectomies but were deceased at the time of her
presentation. Further family screening with thyroid function tests
detected transmission of GRTH in three successive generations.

Case: 2 Daughter of index case also had inappropriately high TSH
with high FT4 levels. She didn’t require treatment. She was
informed of the possibility of transmission of the same mutation to
her children and the possibility of temporary hypothyroidism in
new born if she became pregnant.

Case: 3 A 2 year old child (grand-daughter of the index case) was 
also shown to have inappropriately raised TSH and FT4. The child is 
under follow up with the paediatric endocrinologist but has no 
evidence of stunted growth or mental retardation.

FAMILY TREE

Index case

Daughter of index case diagnosed soon after her

mother by routine screening TFTs

Grand daughter of index case diagnosed at age of 2 year

DISCUSSION

This case series in a family highlights the importance of
appropriately diagnosing rare conditions like thyroid hormone
resistance in order to prevent administering inappropriate
therapies. The index case was challenging despite not having an
initial proper assessment by taking TSH into consideration (1). The
presence of pituitary enlargement is not an unusual phenomenon
with GRTH and pituitary hyperplasia has been reported in several
animal studies as well as in human autopsy findings and case
reports (2,3). However, the co-existence of these two differentials
together can often make a diagnostic dilemma leading to
inappropriate therapeutic interventions (4,5). While interpreting the
unusual thyroid function tests, it is vital to take into consideration
the clinical presentation and seek specialist input before
commencing any therapeutic options (6,7). Most cases present with
asymptomatic goitre but others may be having features of
thyrotoxicosis (as in our index case). Detection of one index case by
genetic testing leads to family screening via routine thyroid function
tests to confirm or refute the diagnosis of GRTH. Although there
have been case reports of autosomal recessive inheritance yet most
cases are autosomal dominant (like in our cases series). Family
screening avoids inappropriate therapeutic interventions especially
in routine TFTs done at primary care level.
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